Year 1- Oh what a knight!

English

Maths

Topic

RE

History

Creation

Science

Art

Families and Celebrations
Week 2

Developing word writing

Numbers to 10

Our Royal Family

Ordering numbers

Key vocab: king, queen,

Learning and retelling the

Counting objects

monarch

story of ‘Little Red Riding

Writing numbers to 10

Hood’.

Using a tens frame

How did the world begin?

and sentence skills:

Week 3

The parts of a castle

St Francis of Assisi:

The number zero

We will be learning to
distinguish between an

Comparing numbers

Key vocab: moat,

How can we care and

object and the material it is

Ordering numbers

drawbridge, tower, keep

protect God’s creations?

made from.

One more/less

Scissor safety.
Cutting and fine motor
skills: making castle

We will be turning our

Materials hunters!

battlements

classroom into a castle.
Week 4

Developing word writing

Number bonds and number

and sentence skills:

sense

Protecting a medieval castle

Harvest:

Key vocab: wood, glass,
metal, fabric, plastic

Key vocab: knight, armour,
Learning and retelling the

Making number bonds

sword, shield, bow and

story of ‘The Three Little

Number stories

arrow

Pigs’.
Making a paperchain suit of
armour.

Giving thanks

We will be designing and
creating our own shield.

Week 5

Addition to 10

Castle jobs

The properties of different
How does church help me to

We will be learning the

Key vocab: lord/lady,

pray?

following methods to help us

weaver, candlemaker,

Key vocab: hard/soft,

solve adding sentences:

blacksmith, cook

firm/flexible, dull/shiny,

using objects, drawing,
Week 6

Who’s afraid of the big, bad

counting on with a number

Looking inside a medieval

wolf?

line.

castle

Creating character

Solving picture problems

We will be making a quill

descriptions.

Making addition stories

pen and wax seal

What’s behind the fairy

Subtraction within 10

Exploring Oxford Castle

Mass

portrait:
Exploring line and shape

Testing and experimenting!
This week’s lesson will be
“I’ll huff, and I’ll puff, and

joined with topic where we

I’ll blow your house down”

make a quill pen and wax
seal.

Anna and Simeon

door?

Fixing the little pig’s roof:
Which material is the best?

We will be learning the
Exploring our imaginations.

Pencil sketching a royal

absorbent/waterproof

Writing prayers of praise

Week 7

materials

Pencil sketching Oxford
Castle:

following methods to help us
solve take away sentences:

Exploring line and shape

using objects, crossing out,
Week 8

Developing sentence writing

drawing, counting back with

Who’s the king/queen of the

skills:

a number track.

castle?

What are your favourite

Solving picture problems

things about autumn?

Making subtraction stories

The Wedding of Cana

Exploring the signs and
changes that occur during

Cutting and fine motor

autumn:

skills: autumn scene

The life of a lord and lady
Nature walk

